Happy Friday, reader! Enjoy your weekend.

In the News

The articles in this newsletter are prepared or accomplished by others in their personal capacity. The opinions expressed are the author's own and do not necessarily reflect the views of METRANS or its partners.

UCI Students Share New Research At ISERT 2020

ISERT’s poster session provided a platform for seven UCI ITS students to share their exciting transportation research project methodologies and preliminary results.

Read more [here](#).

I Dream Of A Day I Can ‘Just Stick to Cycling’ And Not Worry About Anything Else

Every Black man in America has had “The Talk” about what happens if you get pulled over by the police.

Read more about Warren Logan's thoughts on racial mobility justice [here](#).

Listen Up: The Policy Paycheck Podcast

USC student Serena Allen's podcast breaks down the economics behind policy. This episode features Tamika Butler on “Transportation Development and Who It Impacts.”

Hear more from Serena and Tamika [here](#).

Webinars & Online Events

SF Bike Coalition Webinar: Bike Lanes, Gentrification, and Anti-Blackness

Monday, August 3rd at 5 pm PDT

“What does race have to do with biking?” is a common question we hear from white folks in the biking community, often followed by, “Stick to bikes.” We have a long way to go to understanding the . . .
Eno Webinar: Transit Innovation in the Time of COVID  
**Tuesday, August 4th at 11 am PDT**

Change is hard and transit boards are sometimes reluctant to try new approaches, leverage new technologies, and engage in new partnerships. This webinar features transit leaders who will focus . . .

UF Stride Webinar: South Carolina Bike and Pedestrian Clearinghouse  
**Wednesday, August 5th at 9 am PDT**

The webinar will introduce SC's built environments with bike and pedestrian facilities, how efforts have evolved through the years, what has been accomplished, and then go through the structure . . .

CoMotion Webinar: Is Concrete the New Gold? Curb Access, Mobility Data, and the Battle over the Public Right of Way  
**Wednesday, August 5th at 10 am PDT**

Dueling delivery companies. Armies of gig workers primed to drop off packages at breakneck speed. A full color spectrum of scooters, TNCs and e-bike options to choose from at the push of a button. The curb . . .

TRB Webinar: Reach for the Sky—Attracting New Aviation Career Professionals  
**Thursday, August 6th at 11 am PDT**

Older workers are retiring in droves, and new employees are not entering the aviation workforce swiftly enough to replace those leaving. This webinar on will identify ways to address the labor shortage by . . .

ICTPA-SCC Webinar: COVID-19 Challenges and Opportunities  
**Thursday, August 6th at 12 pm PDT**

Join the International Chinese Transportation Professionals Association's Southern California Cahpter at its August webinar, and hear from Caltrans' John Bulinski and LA Metro's Richard Clarke . . .

---

Pathways to Opportunity

**Water Resources Engineer Intern**
Dokken Engineering  
San Diego, CA  
Apply ASAP  
See more info

**WTS-LA Scholarships**
WTS-LA  
Los Angeles County, CA  
Deadline Extended: Apply by 08/03/2020  
See more info

**Junior Engineering Technician**
Caltrans  
Santa Ana, CA  
Apply by 08/04/2020  
See more info

**Associate Proposal Writer**
Bird  
Santa Monica, CA  
Apply ASAP  
See more info

---

More Internships and Scholarships Here
More Job Opportunities Here